AGENDA

10.45 – 11.00 Registration; Introduction of participants

11.00 – 11.30 Assoc. prof. Milena Koleva (TU - Gabrovo):
Project "Chemistry is all around Network", thematic area “Teachers’ training” - future activities

11.30 – 12.30 Assoc. prof. Milena Kirova (Sofia University):
Lecture: Qualification of Bulgarian chemistry teachers – current situation, problems and solutions

13.00 – 14.00 Teachers and expert involved in Chemistry is all around Project:
Chemistry teachers’ training: Bulgarian and European realities (presentation of comments on papers available on project portal).

14.00 – 14.45 Discussion:
• Teachers competences - modern student oriented pedagogical approaches;
• Methodology to teach specific topics - use of simulations - pros and cons.

14.45 – 15.00 Final remarks, conclusions